
Why AI Hardware Makes (Perfect) Sense … Now  
“Mientras nuestro cerebro sea un arcano, el Universo, reflejo de su estructura, será también un misterio.”  

“As long as our brain is a mystery, the universe, the reflection of the structure of the brain will also be a mystery.”  

Santiago Ramón y Cajal (Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, 1906), “Con tendencias a la literatura y al arte” (Chapter IX)  

Chácharas de café: Pensamientos, anécdotas y confidencias (Imprenta y Librería de Nicolás Moya, Madrid, Spain, 1920)  

 

 

This presentation is organized in three parts.  It will start with a brief historic overview of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), explaining the different AI waves.  The second part will emphasize the rapid rise of AI 

narrowing it down to Deep Learning, currently a ubiquitously solution for a wide range of 

problems/applications.  This trend has had, and continues to have, tremendous financial implications 

which will be discussed alongside the current “Cambrian explosion” of AI start-ups.  The third part will 

continue by focusing on a sub-class of these AI start-ups, namely those working on designing and 

building AI hardware.  These will be classified into cloud and edge AI hardware, and afterwards analyzed 

and put into context.  The fast pace growing number of players in this relatively esoteric research field 

will be identified, and very fresh remarkable results will be detailed.  Finally, in conclusions, we will 

comment on future trends of AI hardware while identifying their growth potential in the wider context 

of rebooting computing and the ominously larger and larger investments foreseen by the demise of 

Moore’s law.  
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